April 2020

International Open Letter to the Respective Governments

#SavePeopleNotPlanes:

Red Lines for
Aviation Bailouts
are real, measurable and additional?
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In the middle of the ongoing Corona crisis, while the world struggles against the
virus and countless workers are losing their incomes, the aviation industry is
demanding huge and unconditional taxpayer-backed bailouts. Yet, in recent years,
the industry strongly opposed any attempts to end its unfair tax exemptions and
refused to contribute meaningfully to global emission reduction goals – which
would require measures to signiﬁcantly reduce the scale of aviation.
Not only is aviation already responsible for 5–8% of global climate impact, mostly
caused by a wealthy minority of frequent ﬂyers, but the sector also assumes that
it can continue growing. Enormous proﬁts were made in the last decades, off the
backs of low-paid workers and to the detriment of the climate.
Workers affected by the current crisis need support, but we shouldn’t let the aviation industry get away with privatising proﬁt while the public pays for its losses.
Without addressing the structural problems that have left our societies and economies so vulnerable to crises like this one, we will be even more vulnerable to the
next ones as inequalities between and within countries continue to grow and the
ecological and climate emergencies worsen.
Bailouts must not allow the aviation sector to return to business as usual after
Covid-19 has been defeated: any public money has to ensure that workers and the
climate are put ﬁrst.
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WE DEMAND:
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1. PEOPLE FIRST
Instead of bailing-out executives and shareholders, any ﬁnancial assistance should
make sure that workers are supported with strong labour and health protections,
and a real living basic income during the crisis is provided for ﬂight attendants,
pilots, ground-staff, caterers and other impacted workers.
2. A JUST TRANSITION: TOWARDS CLIMATE-SAFE MOBILITY
A condition for public support must be that the aviation industry aligns with a
1.5 °C trajectory. The emission reductions must be absolute and not employ
dubious accounting mechanisms, such as offsets, nor rely on biofuels that harm
the environment, food security and land rights. Since “green ﬂying” is an illusion, air
travel must be reduced. For a just recovery, democratic decision-making and public
ownership are decisive. Governments must support a just transition: system-wide
changes to transport networks, ensuring access to affordable alternatives (such as
rail travel) and enabling workers to move away from fossil-fuel dependent jobs and
into decent climate jobs.
3. NO TAXES? NO BAILOUTS!
It is not fair to save the aviation industry with taxpayers’ money if it pays almost no
taxes, giving it an unfair advantage over lower emission modes of transport. Tax
exemptions therefore must be stopped: airlines must be obliged to pay a tax on
kerosene; and instead of Air Miles programmes which incentivise air travel, fair and
progressive levies on frequent ﬂying must be put in place.
It is important to use the current unintended pause in aviation for building a
climate-safe transport sector and creating resilience for future crises.
These demands are backed by more than 250 civil society
organisations:
Stay Grounded (international) | Am Boden bleiben (GE) | Aterra (PT) | Bevar
Jordforbindelsen (DK) | Biofuelwatch (UK) | Coordinadora de Pueblos y
Organizaciones del Oriente del Estado de México en Defensa de la Tierra,
el Agua y su Cultura (MX) | Ecologistas en Acción (ES) | Fairosene (EU) |
Flight Free Australia | PCS Public and Commercial Services Union (UK) |
Réseau Action Climat (FR) | Schipholwatch (NL) | Umverkehr (CH) | Periskop (AU) | Possible (UK) | WEIT (GE) | Zomer Zonder Vliegen (BE)
350 Denmark | ActionAid (IE) | Alternatiba (FR) | Amigos de la Tierra (ES) |
ASEED (NL) | Attac (GE) | Attac (FR) | Back on Track (Europe) | BBI Bündnis
der Bürgerinitiativen (GE) | BUNDjugend (GE) | Carbon Market Watch (international) | Center for Biological Diversity (US) | CommunityAIR (CA) | Ecomunidades (MX) | EDGE Funders Alliance (international) | European Environmental
Bureau (EU) | Fern (BE) | Federación Nacional de Energías Renovables (CO) |
Fridays for Future (several cities) | GLOBAL 2000 / Friends of the Earth (AU)
| Global Forest Coalition (international) | Greenpeace (international) | Guerrilla Foundation (GE) | ICTA UAB (ES) | Jordens Vänner / Friends of the Earth
(SE) | International Climate-Safe Travel Institute ICSTI (NZ) | Klima*Kollektiv
(GE) | Land over Landings (CA) | Mouvement Ecologique (LU) | NOAH /
Friends of the Earth (DK) | Naturvernforbundet / Friends of the Earth (NO) |
Parents For Future (GE) | Pioneers of Change (AU) | Reclaim the Power (UK)
| Research&Degrowth (ES) | Résistance Climatique (FR) | ROBIN WOOD e.V.
(GE) | Students for Future (GE) | System Change, not Climate Change! (AU) |
TaCa (FR) | VCS Verkehrs-Club der Schweiz (CH) ...
Find all signatories here:
www.stay-grounded.org/savepeoplenotplanes
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